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Market-Rate Affordable Housing, or MARKs, are apartments that have rents that are affordable to low- and
moderate-income households by virtue of the age, location, condition and/or amenities of the property. These
properties do not have a limit on income for tenants and thereby serve low- and moderate-income households as well
as households with higher incomes. The rent is not regulated by the County or any other public agency.

Executive Summary
Preserving non-income restricted apartments that are affordable to
thousands of households is vital to Arlington’s ability to remain a diverse,
inclusive and sustainable community. If this supply is not preserved,
many of these households will be priced out of Arlington.
The Affordable Housing Master Plan (AHMP) establishes the County’s
policy to “make every reasonable effort to prevent the loss of marketrate affordable rental housing” (policy 1.1.3). When the County Board
adopted the AHMP, it also provided direction to staff to identify areas
with significant Market-Rate Affordable Housing (MARKs) that might be
considered for intervention. In June 2016 staff presented a preliminary
analysis to the County Board identifying nine MARKs areas. Since that
time, staff completed additional analysis of the MARKs areas and
affordable housing preservation tools.
In Arlington, MARKS are housing units that have market rents that are
affordable to low- and moderate-income households (up to 80% of the
Area Median Income (AMI) by virtue of the age, location, condition
and/or amenities of the property. The rent of MARKs are not regulated
by the County or any other public agency, so there is no assurance that
lower-income households live in these lower-rent housing units. There is
no guarantee that these homes will remain affordable to lower-income
households. While affordable to households with lower incomes, the
incomes of tenants in MARK units are not restricted, allowing for
households with higher incomes to reduce their housing costs while
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providing for a diversity of incomes within the same building. MARKs are
commonly referred to in two categories: those units with rents
affordable up to 60% AMI and those units with rents affordable from
60% to 80% AMI.
The importance of these units is that they add diversity to the housing
supply. As market shifts occur and land values continue to increase,
Arlington faces significant challenges to maintain this affordable housing.
To overcome these challenges, Arlington must strategically act and
convey the importance of these units, express our interest in preserving
affordable housing, and provide a variety of viable tools to retain them.
This report includes an overview of Arlington’s past efforts in preserving

market rate affordable housing; an inventory and analysis of Market-Rate
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Affordable Housing in the non-planned areas of the County (referred to
as the Study Area, and encompassing all of the County excluding areas
with County Board adopted Sector, Small Area or Neighborhood Plans);
a review of existing and potential tools for advancing the preservation of
this component of the housing stock; and recommendations for further
analysis and potential actions.
Key findings of this report are:













The segment of MARKs most at risk are the MARKs affordable up to
60% AMI. The supply of MARKs affordable between 60 to 80% AMI
has been relatively stable, in part due to former 60% MARKs
replenishing this middle segment.
In 2015 there were 3,753 MARKs up to 60% AMI County wide,
including 1,457 in the study area.
Only 2,780 MARKs up to 60% AMI remain County wide. In 2016, the
number of MARKS up to 60% AMI is 2,780 of this number 1,298 were
in the study area.
From 2000 to 2016 the County has lost 14,603 MARKS up to 60%
AMI (this is a net loss and excludes 2,357 MARKs that have been
preserved as committed affordable units).
The principal cause for the loss of MARKs up to 60% AMI in the study
area has been rent increases. A loss of 6,385 units accounts for 88%
of the net loss of MARKs in these areas.
Acquisition through AHIF has been the most productive tool for
preserving affordability, retaining 2,560 former MARKs countywide
from 2000 to 2016 with 1,327 of these units in the Study Area.
Planning and zoning tools including the Affordable Housing
Ordinance, the Special Affordable Housing Protection District
(SAHPD), Bonus Density, and use permit, have been successful in
directly (onsite) and indirectly (AHIF contributions) producing
replacement housing.
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31 of the properties within the Study Area have been identified as
either Essential or Important on the County’s Historic Resources
Inventory (HRI).
The Ballston Edges, Rosslyn Edges and Westover face a higher risk
for the loss of MARKs due to redevelopment.

Since the late 1970s, Arlington County has preserved the affordability of
over 4,500 MARKs by providing loans to affordable housing providers to
acquire and preserve these units. When the affordability of MARKs is
preserved through acquisition and long-term affordability restrictions,
they are no longer are considered MARKS, but become committed
affordable housing (CAFs). These preserved apartments make up 60% of
the County’s total CAF supply (the remaining CAFs have been produced
through new construction).
In the study area there are 7,284 MARKs available up to 80% AMI,
roughly half of the County-wide MARKs inventory. Of these, only 1,457 of
the units are affordable at incomes up to 60% of the AMI. MARKs are
clustered in nine areas identified as:










Central Lee Highway
East Lee Highway
Westover
Ballston and Virginia Square Edges
Rosslyn Edges
Lyon Park
Penrose
Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands
Shirlington
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MARKS also exist in several other areas of the County, including
Columbia Pike; however, these MARKS are not part of this study as prior
planning efforts have addressed them, resulting in tools to incentivize
the preservation of affordable housing.

vision for an identified area on the General Land Use Plan, and creating
incentives for alternative development over by right development. This
approach, along with associated zoning tools, is proposed for the MARKS
in the Study area as a way to preserve Market-Rate Affordable Housing.

Arlington has many tools available to aid in the preservation of MARKs
including:
Financing tools
 Acquisition through the Affordable Housing Investment Fund (AHIF);
 Low-Income Housing Tax Credits;
 Multifamily Rehabilitation Partial Property Tax Exemption;
 Federal and State Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits;
Planning tools
 Special zoning provisions for;
o Form Based Code
o Voluntary Coordinated Housing Preservation and
Development Districts
o Transfer of Development Rights
 Districts on the General Land Use Plan including:
o Revitalization areas
o Special Affordable Housing Protection Districts
o Coordinated Multiple-Family Conservation and Development
Districts

The table on the following page briefly reviews the characteristics of
each of the nine MARKs areas and assesses the level of risk for losing
their remaining MARKs, and summarizes the recommendations for
preserving affordability.

Of these, acquisition has been and continues to be the most reliable
means of guaranteeing long-term affordability.
The existing tools that the County has developed have been effective to
varying degrees and should continue to be employed to preserve
Market-Rate Affordable Housing. However, some are not currently
available in the Study Area, while others may not be appropriate or
haven’t proven to preserve affordable housing; therefore, new planning
and zoning tools may be more effective. One way in which the County
has been successful in achieving its planning goals is by setting a clear
Market Affordable Housing:
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Summary Table
Area
Central Lee
Highway

Risk
Moderate – The greatest affordability threat in the short-term for Central Lee Highway
will likely be rent increases due to market pressures. Redevelopment potential under
existing zoning is low.

East Lee
Highway

Moderate – The greatest affordability threat in the short-term for East Lee Highway will
likely be rent increases due to market pressures. This areas proximity to Roslyn creates
stronger market pressures. Redevelopment potential under existing zoning is low.

Westover

High – The greatest threat to MARKs in this area is redevelopment. Seven properties (60
units) have already been lost within the last three years.

Ballston/VS
Edges

High – Redevelopment is a significant threat to MARKs. There are at least five
apartments in this area with substantial by-right development potential, which would
result in a loss of nearly 300 units.

Explore additional financial/tax
incentives

Rosslyn Edges

High – Significant market pressure due to proximity to Metro. Redevelopment likely
through the special exception site-plan process. Site plan projects are subject to the
affordable housing ordinance which provides for some mitigation. Most of the

Outreach with property owners

properties have already reached or are close to their highest allowable densities.
Lyon Park

Low/Stable – Two large scale garden complexes make up most of the MARKs supply
(Sheffield Court, and Washington and Lee Apartments.).

Penrose

Uncertain – This area shares similarities to the Westover MARKs, in that it is made

up of smaller garden apartment buildings individually owned. Rent increases are
the most likely near term threat to affordability.
Nauck/Long
Branch
Creek/Aurora
Highlands
Shirlington

Low/Stable – Three large apartment complexes (Country Club Towers, Dolly Madison
Towers and the Park at Arlington Ridge) make up the most of the MARKs supply.
Although rehabilitation has taken place rents remain in the MARKs range.

Recommendation
Continue to use existing tools:
 AHIF
 Tax rehabilitation
 Tax credits (historic and
LIHTC)
 SAHPD (TBD)
 Zoning Provisions

Continued monitoring of MARK
inventory
Explore additional tools and
outreach opportunities with nonprofit partners which may include
Master leases and Land trusts.
Develop a new GLUP district and
associated zoning
tools/regulations, and examine
viability of TDR for these areas.

Uncertain – Two properties make up the MARKs supply in this area:
Shirlington House recently changed ownership. The County has received reports from
tenants concerning rent increases. Park Shirlington has additional development capacity
and had submitted – and subsequently withdrawn – a site-plan application.
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Market-Rate Affordable Housing:
An Approach for Preservation

Introduction
Market-Rate Affordable Housing provides housing opportunities to
thousands of Arlington households. While this resource has been
diminishing it remains an important means component of the County’s
housing stock and is an important element in maintaining a diverse,
inclusive and sustainable community. If this supply is not preserved,
many of these households will be priced out of Arlington.
The subject of Market-Rate Affordable Housing and its preservation has
long been of interest to Arlington County as an important means of
supporting our economic diversity. Since 2000, it has been the County’s
policy to make every reasonable effort to preserve Market-Rate
Affordable Housing. Understanding the existing conditions of the

Market-Rate Affordable Housing inventory is fundamental to developing
a strategy for preserving these units. This report provides an overview of
Arlington’s past efforts in preserving market rate affordable housing; an
inventory and analysis of Market-Rate Affordable Housing in the nonplanned areas of the County; and reviews existing and potential tools for
advancing the preservation of this component of the housing stock.

Market Rate Affordable Housing and Arlington
County’s Affordable Housing Policy
In 2015, the County Board adopted the Affordable Housing Master Plan
(AHMP), which updated the County’s affordable housing policy as an
element of the Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan guides
coordinated development in the County, serving as a decision-making
tool for the County Board, the Planning Commission and County
Departments. The principles underpinning this plan assert that “Arlington
County government will take a leadership role in addressing the
community’s housing needs,” noting that the County will “partner with
the private and non-profit sectors to provide housing for persons and
households that the private housing market fails to reach.”
The first goal of the AHMP’s affordable housing policy is to ensure that
the County’s housing supply meets the needs of the community. To this
end, the AHMP established an objective to “Produce and preserve a
sufficient supply of affordable rental housing to meet current and future
needs.” This objective recognizes not only the need to produce new
affordable rental housing, but to preserve the affordable housing that
exists, whether CAF or MARK. Policy 1.1.3 states that it is the County
policy to “Make every reasonable effort to prevent the loss of market-rate
affordable rental housing.”
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Market-Rate Affordable Housing, or MARKs, are housing units that have
market rents that are affordable to low- and moderate-income
households1 by virtue of the age, location, condition and/or amenities of
the property. Sometimes this segment of the housing market is also
referred to as Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing, or NOAH. These
units are not regulated by the County or any other public agency, so
there is no assurance that lower-income households live in these lowerrent housing units. There is no guarantee that these homes will remain
affordable to lower-income households. While affordable to households
with lower incomes, the incomes of MARKs’ tenants are not restricted,
allowing for households with higher incomes to lower their housing costs
and at the same time providing for a diversity of incomes within the
same building.
Market-Rate Affordable Housing is an important and valuable
component of the overall housing inventory. MARKs provide both an
alternative housing opportunity for low- and moderate-income
households, and also enable households of higher incomes to direct

1

A low-income household is defined as a household with income below 60% of
the Area Median Income; this is $58,980 for a 3-person household. A moderate-
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What is Market-Rate Affordable Housing?

Affordable Housing Supply 2000-2016

Affordable Housing Units

In adopting the AHMP, the County Board provided direction to the
County Manager regarding next steps for implementation of the Plan.
Among the priorities was the direction to identify existing “MARK-heavy
areas,” or areas that contain a high proportion of Market-Rate
Affordable Housing. This report presents the results of staff’s analysis of
MARKs in non-planned areas of the County (areas without a specific plan
addressing land use), and outlines proposed next steps to further
develop tools for the preservation of MARKs.

their resources towards other financial needs or goals – including saving
for homeownership.
Since 2000, market conditions have led to the net loss of over 14,400
MARK units (excluding MARKs that have been converted to CAFs). There
are four means by which MARKs are lost:
 Rent increases – Since 2000, the rental housing market has been very
strong in Arlington. The average rent increased by over 90 percent
from 2000 to 2015. This has been the primary means by which
MARKs have been lost. While the units remain available in the
market, they are no longer affordable to lower-income households.
 Rehabilitation – Older apartment buildings need reinvestment to
maintain health and safety standards and to remain attractive to
potential renters. While these investments are important to ensure

income household is defined as a household with income below 80% of the Area
Median Income; this is $78,640 for a 3-person household.
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safe and decent housing, rents typically increase after substantial
rehabilitation.
Redevelopment – Existing buildings are replaced by new
construction. Redevelopment is likely to occur when land values rise
making an alternative use more valuable than the existing use; a site
has significant unused density; a substantial difference exists
between the zoning and General Land Use Plan designations for the
property; land values are much greater than structure values; or an
alternative use is of higher value.
Condominium conversion – Most of Arlington’s condominiums were
originally built as rental apartments. While converting rental units
into condos often provides ownership opportunities for moderate or
middle income families, these conversions result in a loss of market
affordable rental inventory. The last condo conversion in Arlington
was in 2007, prior to the national housing and financial crisis. The
return of a strong housing market could spur future condominium
conversions. While this type of housing meets the demands of a
segment of the population, the conversion to condominium
diminishes the supply of affordable housing to people who may
choose to live in apartments or are unable to pursue
homeownership.

Arlington County has actively sought to preserve the rental affordable
housing supply for many years. The primary way in which the County has
supported the preservation of the affordability of MARKs is through the
acquisition of the property by an affordable housing provider, either forprofit or nonprofit. When this occurs, these properties become subject
to affordability requirements that establish rent and income limits over a
long period of time (typically at least 30 years and 60 years where

County financing is involved). These properties are no longer considered
MARKs, but rather CAFs.
In 2011, the number of MARKs affordable to households earning up to
60% of the Area Median Income (AMI) fell below the number of CAFs
available to households with the same incomes (below 60% of the AMI).
This was a troubling milestone, and one that called into question one of
the underlying principles of the housing policy that the County
established in 2000: that “Market rate affordable housing should be the
primary means of providing affordable housing.” The housing market had
shifted dramatically on a scale that was not foreseen at the time of
adoption. As of 2016, the inventory of MARKs at 60% AMI was 2,780.2
It should be noted that the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan
forecasted that no MARKs at 60% AMI would remain within the Columbia
Pike planning corridor by 2040. It is not unreasonable to believe that
market forces would return a similar outcome for the County as a whole.

Summary of Arlington’s Efforts to Preserve
Market Rate Affordable Housing
The County has a long tradition of preserving its existing supply of rental
housing. Since the late 1970s, it has preserved over 4,500 existing units.
This number includes a variety of small, medium and large apartment
complexes primarily built between the 1930s and 1960s. These
preserved apartments make up 60% of the County’s total supply of 7,463
committed affordable rental units as of June 30, 2016.
The County has used a combination of financing and planning tools to
preserve both the physical buildings and their affordability. These tools
have been developed over time to accommodate a combination of

2

The data used in the analysis of the nine MARKs areas is 2015 data. The
number of 60% AMI MARKs in 2015 was 3,753.
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market forces and evolving County policy goals. The County’s main
financing source, the Affordable Housing Investment Fund (AHIF), was
created in 1988 as a way to preserve affordability in the face of market
forces as the Metro system opened. AHIF remains the County’s most
potent tool to preserve affordability, allowing developers to acquire and,
if needed, renovate existing units to preserve them for the long term.
Arlington’s efforts to preserve both affordability evolved over time as
other tools were developed and integrated into long range community
planning efforts. These include land use and zoning tools, as well as
other financing tools. As costs to preserve existing units increased over
the years, non-County resources such as the federal Low-income
Housing Tax Credit and state and federal historic tax credits were also
utilized.
Several comprehensive efforts to preserve affordability in the face of
development pressures illustrate the County’s use of its planning and
financing tools:



Fort Myer Heights North Plan (2005-2008)
Buckingham Villages 1, 2 & 3 (2006-2008)
 Columbia Pike Neighborhood
Areas Plan (2008-2012)

One theme consistent with each
planning effort is the explicit
description of units to be
preserved. The Fort Myer Heights
North Plan identified buildings to
be preserved, as well as buildings
that were allowed to redevelop.
The Buckingham Villages planning effort called for the creation of 300
affordable units and the full preservation of Buckingham Village 3 (140
units). The Columbia Pike Neighborhood Areas Plan called for the
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preservation of all 6,200 rental units along Columbia Pike affordable to
households earning up to 80% of the area median income (AMI) either
preserved in place or replaced in new development.
Out of these three efforts many additional planning and financing tools
were developed to preserve existing affordable units. These tools, along
with other existing tools used in these efforts, include the following:












Designation of Revitalization Areas on the General Land Use Plan
whereby additional development rights are offered in exchange
for preservation of identified buildings/units;
Development of townhouses as special exception Site Plan
within the Fort Myer Heights North Special District;
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR’s);
Preservation Easements;
Additions to existing buildings (also known as “bump-outs”)
through Use Permit regulations to remove barriers for nonconforming development in RA districts;
County purchase of property and ground leasing units to
developer;
Form Based Codes for Columbia Pike;
Partial tax exemption for renovation;
Transit Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) fund (funded by the
Columbia Pike Tax Increment Finance (TIF) district).

Fort Myer Heights North: In April 2005, a Fort Myer Heights North Special
District was created as part of the General Land Use Plan and a Zoning
Ordinance amendment was enacted to further the goals of the Fort Myer
Heights North Plan. An aspect of this special district included changing
townhouse development from the list of permitted (by-right) uses and
alternatively allowing townhouses to be built only by Special Exception
through the site plan process.
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The rationale for this amendment was that townhouse developments:
take up more land and provide less density than apartment houses,
resulting in a higher price per unit; pose a greater potential loss of the
existing tree canopy; and often include excessive curb cuts, front loaded
garages and parking in the front. None of these characteristics were
deemed as consistent with the future vision of the Fort Myer Heights
North area. Townhouse development is allowed in the area through the
site plan process, which provides an opportunity for the County to
achieve desired community goals such as affordable housing, historic
preservation, tree preservation and public open space.
The Fort Myer Heights North Plan generated two noteworthy
preservation efforts. The property owner of Wakefield Manor agreed to
preserve several historic buildings and some affordability within the
historic apartment complex to achieve greater development rights on
the adjacent part of the property. Also, the preserved area was
designated as a TDR receiving site which enabled development rights to
be transferred from the Wakefield Manor property to an off-site location
that used this additional density. This transfer of development rights
resulted in the preservation of 104 units and the preservation of historic
building stock which have remained in the MARKs inventory.
Pierce Queen was a 50-unit garden apartment complex owned by
nonprofit Wesley Housing Development Corporation. The property was
redeveloped as Union on Queen, a 193 unit mixed-income apartment
complex which preserved two of the original buildings and provided 26
additional CAFs.
Buckingham: The County’s efforts to preserve the affordable housing
resources in Buckingham spanned from 1995 to 2009. Ballston Park at
Historic Buckingham Village was the first phase in which 512 units were
preserved – 233 as CAFs and the remaining 279 without income
restrictions which are MARKs affordable between 60% and 80% AMI. A
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second phase preserved 464 units at the Gates of Ballston – 348 as CAFs
and the remaining 116 without income restrictions (MARKs).
A community planning process resulted in the mixed-income, partial
preservation, and partial redevelopment of the Buckingham Villages 1, 2
and 3, and yielded 140 preserved units. The County purchased
Buckingham Village 3, and ground leased the property to a developer to
comprehensively renovate the property, expanding the buildings and
adding bedrooms to accommodate households with children, and
converting below-grade space to a new community center. Another
portion of the Village was redeveloped and 316 MARKs were
demolished. Part of the redevelopment included the Madison at Ballston
Station, a mixed income development of 243 units, including 100 CAFs.
The results of these efforts has been the preserved affordability of 1,216
units in the Buckingham neighborhood
Columbia Pike: The Columbia
Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan,
adopted by the County Board in
2012, has yielded several
developments that include the
preservation of existing units.
Nonprofit developer AHC, Inc.
purchased two existing
apartment complexes that were
identified in the plan as existing units to be preserved. AHC used a
County AHIF loan as part of its financing package to purchase the two
properties and completed minor renovations to the properties, for a
total of 276 CAF units. Washington Real Estate Investment Trust agreed
to preserve 105 units in an existing apartment building as committed
affordable housing in order to develop a new apartment complex on the
same site in fulfillment of development requirements established in the
Form Based Code.

9

Analysis of Market-Rate Affordable Housing in the
Study Area
The MARKs areas are clustered into nine distinct geographic areas,
information was compiled for each area on demolitions, major
renovations, historic resources, and zoning, using available 2015 data.

While the income of households renting MARKs is not restricted, for
purposes of comparison and general information the table below shows
the current (2017) annual household incomes adjusted by household size
for 60% and 80% AMI households.
Household Size
1 person
2 person
3 person
4 person
5 person

Only areas of the County not covered by adopted area plans are
analyzed. MARKS in other locations have adopted planning guidance to
address and guide preservation.
How are MARKs defined?
Every year the County conducts a rent and vacancy survey of all
apartments, which provides the rent data for apartments. An algorithm is
used to fill in data gaps to provide a more complete picture of the
housing market. Affordable rents are based on the area median income
(AMI) adjusted for household size. The County tracks affordability of
housing at two levels: affordability up to 60% of AMI and between 60%
and 80% of AMI.
The table below provides the maximum rent amounts used for
determining the affordability of an apartment for 2015.
Unit Size
Efficiency
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom

60% MARK Rent
Threshold
$1,147.50
$1,311.00
$1,638.00
$1,770.00
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80% AMI
$61,200
$69,920
$78,640
$87,360
$94,400

Where are MARKs located?
The locations of all MARKs were mapped, revealing nine areas in the
County with clustering of Market-Rate Affordable Housing. The sum
MARKs resources in these areas is significant, collectively containing 39%
of the County’s 60% MARKs and 56% of the 80% MARKs.
Area
Central Lee Highway
East Lee Highway
Westover
Ballston & VS Edges
Rosslyn Edges
Lyon Park
Penrose
Nauck/LBC/AH
Shirlington
Sub Total of MARKs
Areas
Rest of Arlington
Arlington Total

80% MARK Rent
Threshold
$1,530.00
$1,748.00
$2,184.00
$2,360.00

60% AMI
$45,900
$52,440
$58,980
$65,520
$70,800

Under 60% AMI 60% - 80% AMI
Market
MARKs
MARKs
Affordable
149
523
672
96
930
1,026
411
0
411
22
1,042
1,064
0
487
487
434
632
1,066
299
30
329
46
1,451
1,497
0
732
732
1,457
5,827
7,284
2,296
3,753

4,639
10,473

6,935
14,226
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The County has lost the most MARKS at the 60% AMI level and now has
the least amount in this category. The largest share of those units are
within the Westover, Lyon Park and Penrose areas. MARKS in the
remaining areas include more substantive share of the 60% and 80%
inventory.
Demolitions
A map and table of market rate affordable complexes in Arlington County
is shown below. The table also shows demolitions of garden apartments
from 2000 through 2015, as evidence of the risk of losing MARKs through
redevelopment. Of the nine identified areas, five of these had no
demolitions, indicating that these areas are fairly stable at present and
that the MARK housing stock is less at risk, but still subject to rent
increases if and/or as market changes.
Area
Central Lee Highway
East Lee Highway
Westover
Ballston & VS Edges
Rosslyn Edges
Lyon Park
Penrose
Nauk/I-395
Shirlington
Total

Market Affordable Housing:
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Complex
Units
Demolitions Demolished
1
149
0
0
7
62
15
445
5
228
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
884
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Arlington County MARKS Areas
In Areas without Area or Sector Plans

East Lee Highway
Central Lee Highway

Rosslyn
Edges

Westover

Ballston Edges

Lyon
Park
Penrose

Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands

Shirlington
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Land Use and Zoning Analysis
The 173 identified MARKs properties (at both 60% and 80% AMI) are
nearly all located in areas designated as Low-Medium and Medium
Residential on the General Land Use Plan. The table below shows the
zoning categories in the MARKs study area. General Land Use Plan and
zoning maps are shown for each of the MARKS areas in the next section
of this report.
Zoning
C-2
R2-7
R2-7/C-2
R-5
R-6
R-6/RA14-26
R-6/RA8-18
RA14-26
RA14-26/RA6-15
RA4.8
RA6-15
RA8-18
RA8-18/C-2
RA-H
S-3A/RA8-18

Within these medium density zoning designations both multifamily
(apartment or condominium) and townhouse development are allowed
by right at the following densities.

Units per Acre

RA14-26
24

Zoning
RA8-18
36

RA6-15
48

Properties
4
3
1
1
1
1
2
52
1
4
21
78
1
2
1

The three most common zoning designations are RA6-15, RA8-18, and
RA14-26, accounting for 85% of the MARKs properties in the nine areas.
This is significant in that the garden apartment form that is
representative of these zoning categories has been closely tied with
Market-Rate Affordable Housing.
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Current tools available to prevent the loss of
MARKs
Financing Tools
Affordable Housing Investment Fund (AHIF): Acquisition and Affordability
Restrictions - The County has long supported the purchase of market rate
affordable housing for the purpose of securing long-term affordability. In
most cases, the property is acquired by an affordable housing provider,
with the County financing some portion of the acquisition cost through
its revolving AHIF. Often properties that are acquired need additional
investments to rehabilitate the property and to bring them up to modern
housing standards. Since the 1970s, the County has preserved over 4,500
units of Market-Rate Affordable Housing through this model, in which
these units become committed affordable housing and become subject
to income restrictions for tenants, typically over a long term of at least
30 years.
Another type of acquisition is through direct County purchase of a
market rate affordable property. For example, in the case of the
Buckingham Village 3 project, the County maintained ownership of the
land and awarded a 75-year leasehold contract to an affordable housing
provider. Because Arlington cannot operate rental housing, the County
used a competitive process to select the affordable housing provider.
Other methods of acquisition are described below as potential tools;
however, all ultimately rely on County funding through AHIF.
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AHIF Financed Acquisition and Preservation
Affordable
Affordable
Name of Property
Year
units before units after
The Barkalow
2000
14
14
Leckey Gardens
2000
40
40
Patrick Henry
2000
110
110
The Berkeley
2001
138
138
Quebec Apartments
2001
129
129
Cameron Commons
2002
11
11
Cameron Commons II
2003
5
5
Columbia Grove
2003
210
210
Gates of Ballston*
2003
464
464*
Monterey
2003
109
109
Oak Springs
2003
39
39
Courthouse Crossings
2006
112
112
Fort Myer Apartments
2006
22
22
Buckingham Village 3
2007
140
140
Westover Apartments
2007
152
152
Garfield Gardens
2008
9
9
Buchanan Gardens
2010
111
111
North Ashton
2011
9
9
Marbella Apartments
2011
14
14
Howard Manor
2011
76
76
Arbor Heights
2012
198
198
Serrano Apartments*
2014
280
280*
Spectrum*
2015
100
100*
Fisher House II
2017
68
68
Total
23 Projects
2,560
2,560
*Affordable units include both CAFs and MARKs.
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Sometimes former MARKs properties provide opportunities for
redevelopment that increase the number of housing units available. For
example, 505 additional CAF units have been created through
redevelopment since 2000.
Redevelopment of CAF Properties (former MARKs)
Affordable
CAF Units units
Net new
Property
Year
Produced replaced
CAFs
The Frederick
2004
108
0*
108
The Jordan
2008
90
24
66
Union on Queen
2013
76
50
26
The Springs
2014
98
27
71
Columbia Hills
2015
229
0*
229
Total
606
101
505
*These projects made use of excess land on existing CAF properties.
AHIF has also been used to ensure that CAF units are included in the
redevelopment of MARKs, providing some replacement housing for the
units displaced.
Redevelopment of CAF Properties (former MARKs)

Property
The Madison at
Ballston Station

Year
2007

CAF Units
Produced
100

MARKs prior to
redevelopment
316

New
Market
rate
units
406

The Multifamily Rehabilitation Partial Property Tax Exemption provides an
incentive for owners of older multifamily buildings to improve their
properties. Under the program’s current structure, eligible owners of
older multifamily rental properties (25+ years old, 5+ units) receive an
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exemption from property taxes on the additional value created by the
renovations for 10 years, with the exemption phased out over five years.
To be eligible to receive this partial property tax exemption, owners must
apply prior to undertaking any rehabilitation work. This exemption has
no affordability requirement.
The multifamily rehabilitation partial property tax exemption has been
employed in eight properties since 2000 and has been used for the
rehabilitation of CAF, MARK and mixed income properties. All of the
1,713 units benefitting from this tax exemption continue to offer
affordable rents. The two non-CAF projects were 60% MARKs prior to
renovations and are currently MARKs at within the 60% to 80% AMI
affordability level.
Multifamily Rehabilitation Partial Property Tax Exemption
Property
Quebec
Monterey
Wildwood Towers
Gates of Ballston
Dolly Madison
Westover Apartments
Buchanan Gardens
Colonial Village
Total

Units
172
154
134
464
364
152
111
162
1,713

Current Affordability
CAF/MARK
CAF
MARK
CAF/MARK
MARK
CAF/MARK
CAF
CAF

The details of the multifamily rehabilitation partial property tax
exemption can be found in Chapter 20 of the Arlington County Code – §
20-40. Partial Exemption for Certain Rehabilitated Residential Real
Estate. There is no requirement to provide units at certain income levels
or income certify tenants; however, the market rate properties that have
made use of this exemption have remained in the range of MARKs.
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Federal and State Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits are a potential source
of project financing when a building listed on the National Register of
Historic Places or the Virginia Landmarks Register. The Federal Historic
Tax Credit program is administered through the National Park Service
and provides a 20% tax credit based on qualified expenses. Virginia also
provides a 25% tax credit for qualified rehabilitation costs. These
programs can be used independently or combined.
Many of the older MARKs qualify for one or both of these programs.
Historic tax credits are useful when significant rehabilitation work is
needed. Historic tax credits were a component of the financing for the
Gates of Ballston and Westover Apartments.

General Land Use Plan Tools
Special Affordable Housing Protection Districts – On November 17, 1990,
the County Board adopted the “Special Affordable Housing Protection
District” (SAHPD) to promote retention of affordable housing within the
two Metro Corridors, where the General Land Use Plan usually allows
development at higher densities than allowed “by-right” under current
zoning. The overall goal of the SAHPD is to provide opportunities for
housing affordable to persons with low-and moderate-incomes in areas
where such housing has traditionally been available. The intent of this
district, as shown on the General Land Use Plan (GLUP), is to ensure that
existing low- and moderate-income apartment units remain or are
replaced where development density shown on the GLUP is 3.24 F.A.R.
or more, and is higher than allowed by-right under zoning applicable to
properties considered for the SAHPD designation at the time of request
for rezoning or site plan.

moderate-income housing units either on the redevelopment site or a
nearby location as part of the redevelopment proposal.
Special Affordable Housing Protection Districts from 2000 to present
Project
Twin Oak
(Archstone Rosslyn)
The Odyssey
Liberty Center
(Ballston Center)
WRIT/Rosslyn
(Bennett Park)
The Monroe
N. Troy Street
(The Palatine)*
Rosslyn Ridge
(Parc Rosslyn)
Rosslyn Commons
(Sedona/Slate)
Total

Units
Displaced

Bedrooms
Displaced

CAF
Units

CAF
Bedrooms

55
35

76
47

38
21

76
48

10

10

6

10

14
17

20
24

14
9

23
24

49

51

16

42

22

34

13

34

84
286

92
354

55
172

92
349

*Units provided off-site and AHIF contribution of $1,472,000
Only five properties have existing GLUP designations that would allow for
application of the SAHPD. Four of these properties are in the Study Area;
Ellis Arms, Swansen Apartments, Williamsburg Apartments and Arlington
Boulevard Apartments. These are all located in the Rosslyn Edges area
and contain a combined total of 66 units. The other SAHPD eligible
property is Ballston Gardens.

In instances where redevelopment of these sites is proposed, the higher
densities shown on the GLUP are intended to be achieved through onsite preservation or replacement of existing affordable low- and
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Zoning Ordinance Tools

Potential SAHPD Properties
Property
Williamsburg Apartments
Ellis Arms Apartments
Swansen Apartments
Arlington Boulevard Apartments
Ballston Gardens
Total

Total
Units
14
14
23
15
27
93

Site Area
14,589
14,589
16,941
20,000
30,634

Coordinated Multiple-Family Conservation and Development District
The County Board established the "Coordinated Multiple-Family
Conservation and Development District" (CMFCDD) on the GLUP in 1992.
The overall goal of the CMFCDD was to promote the preservation and/or
development of housing affordable to persons with low- and
moderate-incomes. The intent of this district was to encourage the
revitalization and/or redevelopment of multiple-family complexes by
providing property owners with the opportunity to request modifications
of regulations by site plan approval for properties zoned RA8-18, RA1426, and/or RA6-15, Apartment Dwelling Districts, and designated "LowMedium" and/or "Medium" Residential on the General Land Use Plan.
In 1999, Avalon at Arlington Ridge was designated as a CMFCDD. The
Arna Valley View and Avalon at Arlington Square projects included 165
committed affordable housing units as a result of the CMFCDD
provisions. The County Board approved Zoning Ordinance amendments
for a variety of zoning districts, including the ones listed above, to
facilitate the preservation and/or the development of affordable housing
through new bonus density provisions in 2001. As a result of these
changes, it removed the need to indicate areas on the GLUP as CMFCDD.
Coordinated Multiple-Family Conservation and Development Districts
Arna Valley View
101
Avalon at Arlington Square
64
Total
165
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Arlington County’s Zoning Ordinance, through its various zoning district
provisions, prescribes the permitted land uses and sets forth applicable
development regulations within the County. The Ordinance includes
many provisions that promote the preservation and development of
affordable housing through special planning area regulations, transfer of
development rights, historic preservation overlay districts, form based
codes, bonus density, and the voluntary coordinated housing
preservation and development district, among others. Specific
amendments to zoning district regulations within the Zoning Ordinance
may be appropriate in areas where there are high concentrations of
market rate or committed affordable housing, which can have the effect
of protecting the existing affordable housing.
The Affordable Housing Ordinance has been a key tool for leveraging
private development for affordable housing. The provisions of this
ordinance are defined in the County’s zoning ordinance as part of the site
plan approval. The ordinance applies to both residential and commercial
special exception site plan developments that have a gross density with a
floor-area ratio (FAR) in excess of 1.0. The specific details of this ordinance
are established in the Code of Virginia and any alterations require
legislation at the state level.
Under this ordinance, Affordable Dwelling Units (ADUs) must be
affordable to residents earning 60 percent AMI, and this affordability level
must be maintained for a 30-year period. Applicants may choose to
comply with the ordinance in one of four alternative ways: on-site CAFs,
off-site CAFs in proximity, off-site CAFs, or cash contribution to AHIF. The
formulas for determining the number of units or amount of contribution
are defined by this ordinance. The availability of optional ways to comply
with the Affordable Housing Ordinance has been beneficial for meeting
multiple affordable housing goals in the County. The provision of on-site
units increases the number of affordable units in mixed-income, transitaccessible buildings, while the off-site option allows for a greater number
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of overall affordable units throughout the County. Since 2005 the
Ordinance has generated $26.4 million to AHIF from the base provisions,
and an additional $9.2 million from General Land Use Plan change
provisions. These contributions to AHIF are leveraged to generate
additional public and private sources of funding for affordable housing.
Affordable Housing Ordinance On-Site CAFs since 2005
Project
CAF Units
2201 Pershing Drive
1
Sedona/Slate
13
The View
15
Verde Point
1
Union on Queen
2
The Springs
2
Total
34
Designation of Revitalization Area – Both the Nauck Village Center Special
Revitalization District and the Clarendon Revitalization District have
associated Zoning Ordinance provisions for density bonuses for the
provision of affordable housing as part of a Unified Commercial/Mixed
Use Development (UC/MUD). Clarendon also has special density bonus
provisions for site plan development. In addition, the Arlington County
Code provides for a partial real estate tax exemption for certain
properties in the Nauck revitalization area similar to the Multifamily
Rehabilitation Partial Property Tax Exemption.
Two development projects in the Nauck Village Center Special
Revitalization District have used the UC/MUD and tax exemption
provisions, creating 130 CAF units. The 10th Street Flats project in the
Clarendon Revitalization District included 6 CAF units in a market rate
development as a result of the UC/MUD zoning provision.
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UCMUD Affordable Units
Property
The Shelton
The Macedonian
10th Street Flats
Total

CAF Units
94
36
6
136

Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) allows for transfer of density from
“sending sites” to “receiving sites” for the purposes of affordable
housing, open space, historic preservation, recreation and/or community
facilities. TDRs can occur only through the site plan process or
Neighborhoods FBC on the receiving site, and the County Board must
approve all sending and receiving sites. Unused density on the sending
site is needed in order for the TDR to function, except for a few
exceptions where additional density, via a multiplier, is available by
policy and zoning regulations (e.g. Barcroft Apartments and Fillmore
Gardens in the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Plan Area) to achieve
affordable housing. In general, with a handful of exceptions, the MARKs
properties analyzed in this report are at their density limits.
Development rights from the
historic Wakefield Manor garden
apartments were used in the
development of a nearby Site
Plan project. These transferred
development rights in
conjunction with the provisions of
the Affordable Housing Ordinance
and the Fort Myer Heights North
Plan resulted in five units being
designated as CAFs and the historic preservation of the Wakefield Manor
and Courthouse Manor complex. The remaining units in the preserved
buildings that are not committed affordable units (CAFs) will likely
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continue to offer affordable rents due to their smaller size and the
limited amenities.
Transfer of Development Rights
Property
CAF Units

MARKs

Wakefield Manor

5

62

Courthouse Manor

0

18

Total

5

80

An Historic Preservation Overlay District creates a protective zoning
overlay that manages certain types of exterior alterations, new
construction, and demolitions within established local historic district
boundaries. This zoning tool currently protects 39 local historic districts
in the County, ranging from neighborhoods and garden apartment
complexes to single family homes. While not addressing affordability, the
overlay allows for the preservation of physical historic building stock
while accommodating architectural and material changes through a
special design review process with the Historical Affairs and Landmark
Review Board (HALRB). Within the Buckingham Historic District, the
affordability of 821 CAF units has been preserved in four projects
through County AHIF loans. The 395 unrestricted units in these projects
have remained as MARKs.
Form Based Code – To help achieve the development and affordable
housing goals of the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan, the County
adopted the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Special Revitalization District
Form Based Code in 2013. The primary focus of the Neighborhoods FBC
is on the residential areas along Columbia Pike where apartments and
multifamily complexes are concentrated.
Under the Neighborhoods FBC, all development projects are required to
set aside between 20% and 35% of the net new units for affordable
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housing. The affordable housing units must remain affordable for at least
30 years for households earning 60% of AMI.
The Neighborhoods Form Based Code, which is an option for developers,
has allowed affordable housing developers to provide more affordable
units than they would otherwise have been allowed to build under the
existing zoning. This has allowed for infill on underdeveloped sites that
have added an additional 606 CAF units in conjunction with other tools
since 2013. While the commercial centers FBC, adopted in 2003, does
not have an affordable housing requirement, several developers have
voluntarily built new committed affordable housing units in recent
projects.
Form Based Code
Property
Arlington Mill
The Shell
Columbia Hills
Gilliam Place
Wellington

Affordable
Rental Units
121
83
229
173
105

Required or
Voluntary
V
V
V
V
R

renovated units

Total

711

Voluntary Coordinated Housing Preservation and Development District –
The County has the authority to designate voluntary coordinated housing
preservation and development districts. The principal benefit of this
designation is the ability to spend local housing fund resources in the
designated district for improvements off site such as lighting, sanitary
and storm sewers, landscaping, walkways, construction of parking
facilities, sidewalks and curbs. A number of findings need to be made by
the County Board in order to designate a district and the owners of the
rental properties that make up the district must have requested the
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County to designate the voluntary coordinated housing preservation and
development district.
Arlington County’s Zoning Ordinance provides an option to request
modifications to zoning regulations related to height, setback, yard,
coverage, or parking, through request for approval of a use permit
(Arlington County Zoning Ordinance §12.3.7.B). This option requires that
an owner request designation as a Voluntary Coordinated Housing
Preservation and Development District thereby preserving housing
affordability. The Larkspur Apartments (formerly Howard Manor) is an
example of a recent project that made use of the Voluntary Coordinated
Housing Preservation and Development District.

Other potential tools/methods
Property Tax Incentives could help keep properties affordable for some
duration of time. Possibilities include reduced property assessments and
property tax deferrals.
The County is authorized to provide for a method of assessing affordable
housing that could be beneficial to MARKs owners. In order to extend
this provision to MARKs owners, the County would need to pass an
ordinance and define affordable housing to include market rate
affordable housing.
Acquisitions – The following two tools are alternate methods for
acquisitions of market affordable properties that subsequently would
require affordability restrictions. These methods would likely require
County assistance in the form of financing through the Affordable
Housing Investment Fund.
Community Land Trusts have primarily been used as a mechanism for
affordable homeownership, but could also be employed to secure
affordability of multi-family rentals and provide a means for ensuring
eventual transfer of ownership to an affordable housing provider.
Market Affordable Housing:
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Community Land Trusts separate the ownership of land from ownership
of the building/improvements. Under this model, the Trust purchases
and owns the land, while ownership of the building remains through a
long-term leasehold interest with the current owner. Lease conditions
could establish affordable rents and potentially (but not necessarily)
renter income limits. The sale of the land could provide capital for
rehabilitation of the building. This type of arrangement is not likely to be
popular or attractive to current property owners as it limits their future
options and may create immediate federal and state tax liabilities.
Master Lease Agreements provide a mechanism for an experienced
affordable housing provider to lease all or a portion of units in a
development for an extended period of time for an established price.
While the property is not acquired, aspects of the operation of the
property are acquired for a defined period of time. The advantage to the
property owner is a guaranteed income that is not subject to vacancy
and non-payment risks. The advantage to the community is the
preservation of housing that is affordable in the medium term. Typically,
master leases run for a period of seven to ten years, providing for a
temporary preservation of affordability of MARK properties. One of the
factors that could make this a viable option is the difference in turnover
rates between market rate rental properties and committed affordable
properties (Jacobavics, 2016). The costs associated with a master lease
that are not covered by the rents generated would need to be assumed
by either the affordable housing provider or a governmental sponsor in
the form of a grant. Master lease agreements provide an opportunity for
affordable housing providers to establish a relationship with the property
owner and could enable future acquisition.

Tools requiring state enabling legislation
The following tools are frequently discussed in the literature regarding
the preservation of market-rate affordable housing. these are presented
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Rent Stabilization or Rent Control Ordinances restrict how much rent can
be increased, thereby maintaining affordability. While this approach can
keep housing costs lower, it may deter the construction of rental housing
or have other unintended consequences that can negatively affect the
housing market. In Virginia, local governments are not allowed to enact
rent control ordinances.
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Fairfax

●

●

●

Alexandria
DC
Montgomery
Arlington

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Tenant
Opportunity to
Purchase

Rent Control

Jurisdiction

Voluntary Rent
Guidelines

Tools Used by Neighboring Jurisdictions to Preserve MARKs

Area or Sector
Plans

Demolition Fees – Some jurisdictions in other states require significant
fees for demolition of residential property, both single family and
multifamily. While it is unlikely that demolition fees would be a deterrent
to redevelopment, it could provide additional funding to the Affordable
Housing Investment Fund to mitigate the loss of affordable housing or to
mitigate the loss of historic buildings.

Arlington is not alone in addressing the loss of MARKs. Other jurisdictions
in the DC region face similar challenges and have relied on various
methods to minimize the loss of Market-Rate Affordable Housing. For
more information, please see the resources listed in the bibliography of
this report.

Density Bonus

Right of First Refusal would provide the County or an affordable housing
provider the ability to make an offer to purchase a property before it is
offered for sale. An example of this is the District of Columbia’s Tenant
Opportunity to Purchase Act which gives tenants, or an entity acting on
their behalf, the right to purchase the property before sale to a third
party.

Summary of tools employed by neighboring jurisdictions

Finance of MARKs
Acquisitions

for information purposes only and their inclusion in this report does not
represent an endorsement or recommendation.

●
●

●

●
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Rehabilitation of older housing stock is necessary to prolong the useful
life of existing apartments and bring them up to current housing
standards. However, rehabilitation generally results in rent increases, as
the rehabilitated units are more attractive to prospective tenants. There
is not any particular area of the County where rehabilitation stands out
as a major risk factor.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Redevelopment occurs when older buildings are torn down and replaced
by new buildings. Based on a review of demolitions of garden
apartments, the areas demonstrating the greatest risk to Market-Rate
Affordable Housing from redevelopment are Westover, Rosslyn Edges,
and Ballston Edges. While redevelopment has started to occur along Lee
Highway, the County expects to start a planning study for the Lee
Highway corridor soon which will provide an opportunity to further study
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●

Shirlington

●

Nauck/Long
Branch

●

Penrose

●

Rosslyn
Edges

●

Lyon Park

Rent increases
Rehabilitation
Redevelopment
Condominium
Conversion

Ballston
Edges

MARK Risk Factors

Westover

The rental housing market in Arlington has been very strong with low
vacancy rates due to high demand. All areas of the County have been
affected by these conditions, which has resulted in rent increases that
have outpaced both inflation and increases in the median income. On
the positive side, increased rents have allowed many property owners to
make investments in their properties which have translated into safer,
more attractive and healthier living conditions. On the negative side,
increased rents have put a strain on many lower income households and
may have caused some to seek more affordable housing elsewhere. As
rents continue to rise, market rate apartments affordable to households
with incomes below 60% of the area median income will become
increasingly scarce throughout the County.

Condominium conversions have become less common; the last condo
conversion in Arlington was in 2007. The return of a strong housing
market, however, could spur future condominium conversions in any of
the MARKs areas.

East Lee
Highway

Rent increases have been and are likely to continue to be the principal
threat to maintaining a supply of rental housing that is both affordable
and non-income restricted.

these MARKS and possibly build upon and/or refine the
recommendations included in this report.

Central Lee
Highway

Risk Analysis

●

Recommendations
Continue Employing the Current Set of Tools
Arlington County’s efforts have demonstrated success in retaining
affordable housing through both preservation and redevelopment.
Acquisition of MARKs properties is a strategy that offers long-term
guarantees, and can also provide future opportunities for redevelopment
to further expand the number of CAFs benefiting a greater number of
lower income households.
Develop a New General Land Use Plan District
Given the threats to the existing supply of market rate affordable
housing, staff proposes a new planning tool to preserve affordability and
encourage building renovation or preservation of historic buildings
through a new GLUP district applicable to those areas of the County with
high concentrations of MARKs. This district would be designed to clearly
indicate the County’s intent to retain affordable housing in these area,
indicate the County’s willingness to use a variety of tools (a combination
of existing and new) to achieve affordability preservation goals, and
allow for renovation and redevelopment which may offer opportunities
for other housing types and price points at the existing MARKs locations.
Of the tools, the goals of the new housing district would be partially
implemented through new or modified zoning regulations. Through
further analysis, staff would design these new GLUP and zoning tools to
encourage use of financial and tax tools, provide a streamlined
development review process and offer more density than currently
possible. This could be achieved administrative review or a special
exception option as a means of achieving the preservation of
affordability and mitigating the loss of affordability that occurs through
rent increases or other redevelopment.
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Summary Table
Area
Central Lee
Highway
East Lee
Highway

Westover
Ballston/VS
Edges
Rosslyn Edges

Risk
Moderate – The greatest affordability threat in the short-term for Central Lee
Highway will likely be rent increases due to market pressures. Redevelopment
potential under existing zoning is low.
Moderate – The greatest affordability threat in the short-term for East Lee
Highway will likely be rent increases due to market pressures. This areas
proximity to Roslyn creates stronger market pressures. Redevelopment
potential under existing zoning is low.
High – The greatest threat to MARKs in this area is redevelopment. Seven
properties (60 units) have already been lost within the last three years.
High – Redevelopment is a significant threat to MARKs. There are at least five
apartments in this area with substantial by-right development potential, which
would result in a loss of nearly 300 units.
High – Significant market pressure due to proximity to Metro. Redevelopment
likely through the special exception site-plan process. Site plan projects are
subject to the affordable housing ordinance which provides for some
mitigation. Most of the properties have already reached or are close to

their highest allowable densities.
Lyon Park
Penrose

Low/Stable – Two large scale garden complexes make up most of the MARKs
supply (Sheffield Court, and Washington and Lee Apartments.).
Uncertain – This area shares similarities to the Westover MARKs, in that it

is made up of smaller garden apartment buildings individually owned.
Rent increases are the most likely near term threat to affordability.
Nauck/Long
Branch
Creek/Aurora
Highlands
Shirlington

Recommendations
Continue to use existing tools:
 AHIF
 Tax rehabilitation
 Tax credits (historic and LIHTC)
 SAHPD (TBD)
 Zoning Provisions

Explore additional financial/tax incentives
Outreach with property owners
Continued monitoring of MARK inventory
Explore additional tools and outreach opportunities
with non-profit partners which may include Master
leases and Land trusts.
Develop a new GLUP district and associated zoning
tools/regulations, and examine viability of TDR for
these areas.

Low/Stable – Three large apartment complexes (Country Club Towers, Dolly
Madison Towers and the Park at Arlington Ridge) make up the most of the
MARKs supply. Although rehabilitation has taken place rents remain in the
MARKs range.
Uncertain – Two properties make up the MARKs supply in this area:
Shirlington House recently changed ownership. The County has received
reports from tenants concerning rent increases. Park Shirlington has additional
development capacity and had submitted – and subsequently withdrawn – a
site-plan application.
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Area
ProfilesLee
Central

Central Lee Highway

Highway
MARKs Area Profile

Profile of Current Housing
Lee Highway contains multifamily residential development in
several clusters. For analysis purposes, the residential apartments
from North Kensington Street to Interstate 66 are combined into
an area called Central Lee Highway. This area contains several
clusters of garden and elevator apartments located in the Waverly
Hills, Cherrydale, Maywood, Glebewood, John M. Langston, and
Leeway Overlee civic associations. These apartments were built
from the 1930s to the 1970s; very little construction occurred
between the 1980s and 2000s. Outside of the Cherrydale
Revitalization District, the recent new construction has been
Archstone Parkland Gardens. Most of the rental apartments in
this area are affordable between 60% and 80% AMI, with a few
apartments affordable below 60% AMI. There are some
committed affordable complexes along the corridor. The handful
of complexes that are affordable above 80% AMI are both old and
new construction, indicating that there is some market pressure
on rents along the corridor.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
Most of these rental apartments are in RA8-18 or RA6-15
multiple-family dwelling zoning districts, which are both
residential zones. RA8-18 permits a maximum density of 36.3
units per acre and RA6-15 permits a higher maximum density of
48.4 units per acre. The majority of these rental apartments are
located in the “Low-Medium” Residential GLUP designation, while
a few are in or near the Service Commercial designation. The only
adopted plan guidance for this area is the Cherrydale
Revitalization Plan, but it does not cover the MARKs described in
this report. More recently, there has also been attention to
planning for the future development of the Lee Highway corridor:
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the Lee Highway Visioning Study was completed in Spring 2016. A
formal planning study is proposed to begin in 2017. The Lee
Highway study may provide an opportunity to address policy for
protecting the market rate apartments clustered around the
corridor.
Redevelopment Summary
Most of the elevator apartment stock is near its by-right
development potential, indicating that it was likely developed
under this zoning category at the time it was constructed. The
garden apartment stock does have some remaining development
potential. The largest garden apartment complex that was located
in this area was redeveloped in 2007 (Archstone Parkland
Gardens). Other than this large by-right redevelopment, the only
redevelopment in the area has occurred through the site plan
process in the Cherrydale Revitalization District.
Historical Considerations
This area has four HRI listed apartment complexes; three are
listed as HRI Important, and one as HRI Notable. Preservation
strategies in this area should conform to those outlined in the HRI
Policy Implementation Document from 2011 and can be
implemented individually, or as part of a larger planning effort.
The complexes are as follows:





Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment
The greatest affordability threat in the short term for Central Lee
Highway will likely be rent increases due to market pressures,
which could soon push rents above affordability thresholds. This
has already occurred at the Wood-Lee Arms complex (now above
80% AMI). Rehabilitation could also push rents higher, though
there have been few significant rehabilitation projects along the
corridor to date. Based on the little remaining by-right
redevelopment potential of the elevator-style apartments, it
seems that the threat of redevelopment under existing zoning is
low. Most of the garden style complexes are also nearing their byright development potential. One former garden style apartment,
Parkland Gardens, was recently redeveloped but it was somewhat
of a special case given its large acreage and development
potential at the time. Condominium conversion is a mid-term
threat because current demand for condos is low, though
conditions could change in the future. There has been one such
condominium conversion since 2000.
Given that the affordability threats along Central Lee Highway are
longer-term (aside from natural rent increases) it would make
sense to consider long-range planning efforts to preserve
affordability in the area. This could be incorporated into current
Lee Highway planning efforts.

2040 North Vermont Street (HRI Important)
Lee Albemarle Apartments (HRI Important)
Vale Apartments (HRI Top 1/3 Important)
Dinwiddie Apartments (HRI Notable)
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Central Lee Highway Area
Properties
Total of apartments in area
27
Committed affordable apartments
3
MARKs at 60% AMI
6
MARKs at 80% AMI
13
Condominium conversions since 2000
1
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
1
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
3
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Central Lee Highway Area

Units
1,140
128
149
523
58
149
67

Condominium Conversions
Name

Address

Dominion Terrace

4637 N. 20th Road

Year of
Conversion
2004

Number
of Units
58

Form
Garden

Apartment Demolitions
Name

Address

Parkland Gardens

2055 N Glebe Rd

Market Affordable Housing Analysis
Central Lee Highway

Year
Demolished
2007

Number
of Units
149

Affordability
M60

Form

Parcel Size

Zoning

New Development type

Garden 269,941 sf

RA8-18

Elevator Apartment
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Central Lee Highway Area Map
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Central Lee Highway Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Central Lee Highway Area Map with Zoning
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East Lee Highway
East Lee Highway

MARKs Area Profile

Profile of Current Housing
The apartments from Interstate 66 to the Key Bridge have been
combined into an area called East Lee Highway for the purpose of
this analysis. The area to the south of Lee Highway is included in
the Rosslyn Edges MARK cluster because it is part of the RosslynBallston Planning Corridor. The East Lee Highway area contains
several clusters of garden and elevator apartments in the North
Highlands and Lyon Village civic associations. These are located in
between Spout Run Parkway and North Veitch Street, just north
of Lee Highway in the North Highland neighborhood. Construction
of these apartments occurred between the late 1930s and the
early 1970s. The only recent construction in the area is Verde
Point, which is a site plan on a former commercial site that went
through a Special GLUP study. Most of the rental apartments in
this area are affordable between 60 and 80% AMI, with only one
remaining complex affordable below 60% AMI. Committed
affordable complexes are also present in this area.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
The East Lee Highway apartments are split between RA8-18 or
RA6-15 Multiple-family Dwelling zoning with the exception of one
property, Aster Gardens, that fronts on Lee Highway in the C-2
Service Commercial-Community Business zoning district. RA8-18
permits a maximum density of 36.3 units per acre and RA6-15
permits a higher maximum density of 48.4 units per acre. These
apartments are all within the Low or Low-Medium Residential
GLUP designations. No current plan guidance exists for this area;
however, as described in the Central Lee Highway section, a
planning study is underway for the entire Lee Highway corridor.
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Redevelopment summary

Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment

There is only one apartment elevator complex (Potomac Towers)
in the East Lee Highway area, and it is near its by-right
development potential. Only four of the fourteen garden
apartment complexes have significant remaining development
potential. There has been some multifamily by-right construction
in the area, and one 8-unit condo building was constructed at
2702 Lee Highway. Most of the by-right construction has been
townhouses. Since 2000, there have been no garden apartment
demolitions for townhouses in this area, but some single-family
homes have been demolished for townhouses. Aerial
photography shows that some garden style developments were
demolished prior to 2000 for townhouses. The only major
renovations of note occurred at the Park Georgetown Apartments
between 2010 and 2015, primarily to update the interior
conditions of the apartments.

The East Lee Highway apartments share similar historical qualities
and zoning / GLUP designations to the Central Lee Highway
apartments, but there is more market pressure on the East Lee
Highway area given the proximity to the Rosslyn Metro station. It
is assumed that this market pressure will likely influence rent
increases as well as rehabilitation, redevelopment, and
condominium conversions to a greater extent than with the
Central Lee apartments.

Historic and Environmental Considerations
This area has six market affordable apartment complexes listed in
the Historic Resources Inventory. All six of these properties are
listed as Important, half of these are in the top third ranking of
Important properties. Preservation strategies in this area should
conform to those outlined in the HRI Policy Implementation
Document from 2011 and can be implemented individually, or as
part of a larger planning effort. The complexes are as follows:
 Aster Gardens (HRI Important, top 1/3)
 2634 Lee Highway (HRI Important, top 1/3)
 Park Georgetown Apartments (HRI Important)
 Admiralty Apartments (HRI Important)
 Leewood Apartments (HRI Important)
 Fort Strong Apartments (HRI Important, top 1/3)
Market Affordable Housing Analysis
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There is little threat of redevelopment under existing zoning for
elevator apartment buildings based on the minimal remaining byright redevelopment potential. The affordability threat to these
types of units would be that their rents increase above
affordability thresholds or that they are converted to condos.
There are numerous garden and elevator condo complexes of
older construction dates along the corridor. While the market
does not currently support condo conversions, market conditions
could change in the future. Several garden style complexes in this
MARK cluster show significant by-right development potential.
These complexes are generally of a larger parcel size with one
owner.
Several of the garden style complexes have relatively high
numbers of unrealized by-right development potential (Fort
Strong Apartments – 1378, Park Georgetown Apartments – 1334,
Aster Gardens -1379, and 2132 19th St N – 1061), which puts
them at greater risk of redevelopment. Given that Park
Georgetown responded to these market conditions with
renovations rather than redevelopment. It appears the primary
threat to the affordability of these complexes at present is rent
increases.
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East Lee Highway Area
Properties
Apartments in area
19
Committed affordable apartments
3
MARKs at 60% AMI
1
MARKs at 80% AMI
12
Market rate apartments >80%
3
Market rate apartments in CAF mixed complexes
0
Condominium conversions since 2000
0
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
0
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
6
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Units
1483
120
96
930
337
0
0
0

Affordability of apartment stock in the
East Lee Highway Area

Condominium Conversions 2000-2016
No condominium conversions since 2000.
Apartment Demolitions 2000-2016
No apartment demolitions since 2000.
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East Lee Highway Area Map
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East Lee Highway Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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East Lee Highway Area Map with Zoning
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Westover

Profile of Current Housing

Westover

MARKs Area Profile

The Westover community contains 710 garden apartment units built
in the 1940’s all located within the Westover civic association
boundaries. These apartments are all affordable either as market
affordable apartments or committed affordable housing. 411 of the
apartments are market affordable rental units (MARKs) with rents
affordable to households with incomes up to 60% of area median
income (AMI). Most these MARKs are in small apartment buildings
consisting typically of 8 units each, each with separate ownership
and are mostly one bedroom units. Westover’s MARKs units
comprise 12.5% of the County’s current 60% MARK supply.
Both AHC Inc. and the Arlington Partnership for Affordable Housing
(APAH) own and operate committed affordable housing (CAFs) in
Westover. These CAFs range from studios to 3-bedroom units, and
have rents below 60% of the AMI. These units comprise 3% of the
County’s CAF’s supply (7,511 total). Tenants living in CAFs have
incomes from $35k to $70k per year. AHC and APAH purchased and
renovated the units with County financing (AHIF) and a combination
of low-income and historic tax credits. There are no market rate
units in the area.
In September of 2016 the County Board approved the use of
Affordable Housing Investment Funds for the acquisition of 68
additional units by APAH for the preservation of affordability. This
brings the total CAF supply in Westover to 299 units.

Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
The Westover MARKs are all zoned RA14-26 with a low-medium
residential GLUP designation. RA14-26 is a multiple-family residential
zoning district that allows multi-family buildings and townhouses as
well as single-family, semi-detached and duplex dwellings. The
maximum allowable density within this zoning is 24 units per acre for
Market Affordable Housing Analysis
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multi-family development. Most of the properties are currently near
or at their by-right maximum density.

an initial public hearing on the designation request – a preliminary
step in the designation process.

Redevelopment Summary

At the public hearing, the HALRB found that the Westover
neighborhood met at least two designation criteria as described in
Section 11.3 of the Zoning Ordinance. The HALRB also directed
historic preservation staff to limit its study to only the garden
apartment buildings in Westover and to conduct the analysis in
conjunction with the ongoing Countywide effort to preserve market
rate affordable housing. The historic analysis of the Westover garden
apartments will include public outreach, architectural survey and
evaluation, creation of a designation report and historic district
design guidelines, and assorted community meetings and public
hearings. It is expected to take between 6 to 12 months to complete.

Seven buildings with 52 units have been lost over the past two years.
These properties have been redeveloped by-right with townhomes in
the $850,000 to $900,000 price range.

Historical Considerations
The Historic Resources Inventory identifies three garden apartment
complexes in Westover as Important and one as Notable:
 Westover Apartments (built 1939-1941): listed in top-third
of Important category;
 Westover Courts (built 1940): listed in Important category;
 E.R. Keene Apartments (built 1940): listed in Important
category;
 See Appendix for list of Notable properties
Nearly all the MARKs in Westover are listed in the HRI with the
majority designated as Notable. All properties are listed as
contributing structures to the Westover National Register Historic
District. This listing makes owners eligible for both state and federal
tax credits for qualifying rehabilitation costs. Some property owners
have taken advantage of these historic preservation incentives in the
past, and others may be receptive to exploring this potential tool.
In June 2016, Arlington County received a request to study the
Westover neighborhood for potential local historic district
designation. The County hosted an informational meeting about the
request in July 2016 and the civic association held its own
community meeting in September 2016. On November 30, 2016, the
County’s Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board (HALRB) held
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Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment
The greatest threat to market rate affordable housing in this area is
redevelopment. Seven properties (60 units) have already been lost
within the last three years, and 4 of the 7 properties were
demolished as recently as 2016. Interestingly, most of the parcels
are already built out to the maximum permitted densities. By-right
townhouse construction has begun to replace the MARK units
because they yield more income. Rehabilitation of existing properties
and condominium conversions are a potential threat. Rent increase
is a gradual but persistent threat. For the Westover MARKs, rent
increases would likely be more of a long-term threat as some rents
are approaching the affordability threshold for 60% MARKs.
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Westover Area
Properties Units
Apartments in area
59
710
Committed affordable apartments
16
299
MARKs at 60% AMI
40
411
MARKs at 80% AMI
Market rate apartments
Condominium conversions since 2000
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
7
60
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
8
93
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”, some properties on HRI are
actually multiple properties.

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Westover Area

Condominium Conversions

No condominium conversions since 2000.

Apartment Demolitions
Name

Address

Year
Demolished

Number
of Units

Affordability

Form

Parcel Size
(SF)

Zoning

1015 N Kensington St
1009 N Kensington St
1005 N Kensington St
5708 11th RD N
5708 11th RD N
5711 N 11TH ST
5701 N 11TH St

1015 N KENSINGTON ST
1009 N KENSINGTON ST
1005 N KENSINGTON ST
1120 N KENSINGTON ST
5708 11th RD N
5711 N 11TH ST
5701 N 11TH St

2013
2013
2013
2016
2016
2016
2016

6
7
7
8
8
8
8

M60
M60
M60
M60
M60
M60
M60

Garden
Garden
Garden
Garden
Garden
Garden
Garden

14,000
14,000

RA14-26
RA14-26
RA14-26
RA14-26
RA14-26
RA14-26
RA14-26
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11,701
12,911
13,840
17,246

New
Development
type
townhome
townhome
townhome
townhome
townhome
townhome
townhome
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Westover Area Map
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Westover Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Westover Area Map with Zoning
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Ballston and Virginia Square Edges

Ballston and Virginia Square Edges

MARKs Area Profile

Profile of Current Housing
The Ballston and Virginia Square Edges MARKs are in a popular
and growing area between two Metro stations. The area is
made up of the Ballston-Virginia Square, Ashton Heights,
Buckingham and Bluemont civic associations. The remaining
MARKs in these areas are predominantly affordable between
60% and 80% AMI. Only two properties totaling 22 units are
affordable below 60% AMI. The remaining 60% to 80% MARKs
are located around the edges of the mixed-use core of Ballston
and Virginia Square. They are all garden apartments except for
one elevator-style apartment, Quinton Arms. Most were built
from the 1940’s to the 1960’s, though one was built in 1973
and another was built in 1998. Additionally, there are also
numerous committed affordable apartment units and mixedincome complexes, not included as part of this analysis.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
These remaining MARKs are generally located in “Low-Medium
Residential” GLUP categories and are mostly zoned RA8-18
(residential) and a few are zoned R2-7 (two-family and
townhouses). Ballston and Virginia Square are governed by the
Ballston Sector Plan (1980) and the Virginia Square Sector Plan
(2002). The North Quincy Street Plan Addendum (2013) is a
small area plan in this area that addresses ‘edge conditions’
similar to many of the properties that inventoried in this study.
These plans provide significant guidance, land use, and zoning
tools for mixed use development but, for the most part, the
stock of affordable properties included in this present study is
not covered by these plans.

Market Affordable Housing Analysis
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One notable exception is the properties located along Wilson
Boulevard west of North Monroe Street including Clinton Arms
and the Kenmore Apartments (also known as Erdo
Community). The Virginia Square Sector Plan (pages 77-78)
addresses this edge area specifically and makes the following
recommendation;
Preserve existing affordable housing units in Virginia Square,
primarily in the Transition Areas. Maintain the zoning and the
General Land Use Plan designations for the residential areas
south of Wilson Boulevard and west of North Monroe Street.
Designate these areas as a Coordinated Multiple-Family
Conservation and Development District (CMFCDD) to promote
the preservation of existing affordable units in garden
apartment buildings and/or development of new housing
affordable to persons with low- and moderate-incomes.
Redevelopment Summary
There have been 14 demolitions since 2000, which accounts
for a loss of 418 affordable units. This is a significant
percentage of Arlington’s Market-Rate Affordable Housing
stock and shows a trend of redevelopment, indicating
significant market pressure and the potential for additional
growth. Additionally, two buildings have converted to
condominiums.
Historic and Environmental Considerations
This area has fourteen HRI listed apartment complexes, six
listed as HRI Important (two as top 1/3 Important), and eight as
HRI Notable. Preservation strategies in this area should focus
on measures called out in the HRI Policy Document and should
Market Affordable Housing Analysis
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consider addressing the resources in the context of a Small
Area Plan or other consolidated planning document.
The complexes are as follows:
 Glenayr Apartments (HRI Top 1/3 Important)
 George Mason Apartments (HRI Top 1/3 Important)
 Ballston Court (HRI Important)
 The Thomas Apartment (HRI Important)
 Pomar Apartments (HRI Important)
 Mason Apartments (HRI Important)
 See Appendix for list of Notable properties
Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment
The Ballston Edges MARKs are under considerable threat due
to redevelopment. Rent increases due to market forces and
rehabilitation are actually not as great of a concern in this area
because it is more profitable for property-owners to go directly
to redevelopment. Given the proximity to the metro corridor, it
makes financial sense to redevelop old garden apartments into
higher-density elevator-style apartments. There are at least
five apartments in this area with substantial by-right
development potential, which would result in a loss of nearly
300 units affordable between 60%-80%. Condominium
conversion is also a threat, and has indeed already occurred,
although it is probably a longer-term threat than
redevelopment given that the market and opportunities are
currently ripe for by-right redevelopment. The Ballston Edges
should be a key area of focus for planning efforts to preserve
affordability.
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Ballston and Virginia Square Edges Area
Properties
62

Apartments in area
CAFs (CAF only project)
CAFs (in a mixed income project)
MARKs at 60% AMI
2
MARKs between 60% and 80% AMI
23
MARKs between 60% and 80% AMI (in a mixed
income project)
Market rate apartments greater than 80% AMI
13
Condominium conversions since 2000
2
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
14
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
6
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Units
8,816
969
753
22
642
400

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Ballston and Virginia Square Edges Area

6,030
19
418
315

Condominium Conversions
Name

Address

Stuart North Arms 1127 N. Stuart St.
Fairfax North Arms 1735 N. Fairfax Drive

Year of
Conversion
2007
2007

Number
of Units
5
14

Form
Garden
Garden

(Demolitions on following page)
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Apartment Demolitions Since 2000 – Ballston and Virginia Square Edges
Name

Address
4801 9th Street N
4800 N Fairfax Dr

Year
Demolished
2015
2015

Number of
Units
8
8

Form

Zoning

New Development type

9th Street Apartments A
9th Street Apartments C

G
G

RA8-18
RA8-18

By-right townhouses
By-right townhouses

Jordan Manor Apartments

4525 Wilson Blvd

2009

21

Linda’s Apartments
Ballston Place Apartments
Henderson Courts Apartments
Henderson Courts Apartments I
Henderson Courts Apartments II

2004
2008
2010
2012
2012

15
26
37
22
22

2006

64

2010

Birchwood Apartments

4604 Wilson Blvd
461 N Thomas St
470 N Thomas St
4303 Henderson Rd
442 N Thomas St
401 N George
Mason Dr
316 N George
Mason Dr
535 N Pollard st

G
G
G
G
G
G

RA8-18

Townhouses (SP #401)

RA8-18
RA8-18
RA8-18
RA8-18
RA8-18

Townhouses
By-right apartments
By-right apartments
By-right apartments
By-right apartments

G

RA8-18

By-right townhouses

96

G

RA8-18

By-right townhouses

2009

36

G

RA8-18

By-right apartments

4020 9th St N

4020 9th ST N

2002

10

G

C-O-A

SP #20

Virginia Square Apartments

1008 N Monroe St

2004

17

G

RC

SP #378

Langhorn Courts Apartments

3412 Wilson Blvd

2001

36

G

C-2

Townhouse Apartments

Village II (Buckingham)
Buckingham Commons II

Key
Form: E – E; G - G
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Ballston and Virginia Square Edges Area Map
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Ballston and Virginia Square Edges Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Ballston and Virginia Square Edges Area Map with Zoning
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Rosslyn Edges

Rosslyn Edges
MARKs Area Profile

Profile of Current Housing
The Rosslyn Edges area includes Market-Rate Affordable
Housing not covered by plan guidance in the region between
Lee Highway and Arlington National Cemetery, west to the
Courthouse area. As indicated by the name, most of the
affordable apartments included in this study are located
around the edges of the main Rosslyn metro area. Fifteen out
of the 20 properties inventoried are clustered in close
proximity to Route 50 in the southern portion of the
Radnor/Fort Myer Heights civic association. The remaining
MARKs are in the North Rosslyn and Colonial Village civic
associations. The housing stock affordable between 60%-80%
AMI consists primarily of garden apartments built from the
1930’s to the mid-1960’s. There are also 3 elevator-style
MARKs apartments inventoried, and several committedaffordable, mixed-income, and market-rate affordable
properties in the area that were not inventoried. No MARKs
affordable below 60% AMI remain.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
The MARKs inventoried are in multiple-family residential
dwelling zoning districts RA6-15, RA8-18, and in the mixed-use
multiple-family dwelling district, RA4.8, and span the
residential density GLUP designations from low-residential to
high-medium residential. The MARKs in the higher-density
GLUP designations are closest to the metro corridor, and the
MARKs in the lower-density designations are south of Route
50. The most relevant planning document for this study area is
the Realize Rosslyn Sector Plan (2015), but it does not cover
the areas included in this inventory.
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Historic & Environmental Considerations

Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment

This area has three HRI listed apartment complexes, one listed
as HRI Important and two as HRI Notable. Preservation
strategies in this area should focus on measures called out in
the HRI Policy Document. Other HRI properties have already
been demolished via Site Plan applications. Absent a more
targeted strategy, these are also likely to redevelop and be
demolished.

The threat of loss to affordability in Rosslyn is significant due to
the metro corridor location and resulting market pressures.
Many of the older apartment buildings in this area have
already been redeveloped, often via the site plan review
process for density gains. The remaining MARKs stock is also
subject to the same site plan redevelopment possibilities, as
well as gradual rent increases and possibly condominium
conversions as the market heats up. By-right redevelopment
does not seem highly probable as most of the properties have
already reached or are close to their highest allowable
densities. Rent increases via rehabilitation may occur although
it may be more economically advantageous to redevelop using
site plan review or other special exception processes for higher
density.

The complexes are as follows:




Nalbert Apartments (HRI Important)
North Quinn Apartments (HRI Notable)
Quinn Street Apartments (HRI Notable)

Redevelopment Summary
There has been significant redevelopment activity in the
Rosslyn Edges area, with 42 individual building demolitions
since 2000. Much of the redevelopment has been covered by
plan guidance, and many properties have taken advantage of
the Arlington Site Plan (Administrative Regulation 4.1) process
that incentivizes various community benefits desired by the
county in exchange for higher allowable densities for
developers. One of the benefits often garnered through the
site plan process is the dedication of committed affordable
housing units (CAFs).
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Rosslyn Edges Area

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Rosslyn Edges Area

Properties Units
40
4,575
3
214
0
0
20
487
2
7
15
3,867

Apartments in area
Committed affordable apartments
MARKs at 60% AMI
MARKs at 80% AMI
MARKs within mixed-income complexes
Market rate above 80%
Condominium conversions since 2000
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
42
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
1
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

CAFs
5%

80% MARKs
11%

1,082
34
Market Rate
84%

Condominium Conversions 2000-2016
No condominium conversions since 2000.

Apartment Demolitions
Name

Address

Washington Vista

1411 KEY BLVD

Cozzo Apts. (for SP#432)
Pierce Queen Apartments

1300 N RHODES ST
1515 N QUEEN ST
1521 N QUEEN ST
1520 N PIERCE ST

1200 N Rolfe St (for Grayson Flats)
Arlington Blvd. Apts.
1501 N Rolfe St
1509 N Rolfe St
1500 N Rhodes St
1410 N Rhodes St
1411 N Rolfe St

1200 N ROLFE ST
1523 16TH RD N
1501 N ROLFE ST
1509 N ROLFE ST
1500 N RHODES ST
1410 N RHODES ST
1411 N ROLFE ST

Market Affordable Housing Analysis
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Year of
Number
Form
Demo
of Units
2016
41 G
2015
7 G
2014
10 G
2014
10 G
2014
10 G
2011
2009
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

42
84
5
6
11
14
14

G
G
G
G
G
G
G

Zoning

New Development

RA6-15

Site Plan

RA8-18
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15

Site Plan
Site Plan – Union on Queen

RA6-15
RA4.8
RA8-18
RA8-18
RA8-18
RA8-18
RA8-18

Grayson Flats
Rosslyn Commons
Rhodes Hills Square

Key
Form: E – E; G - G
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Name

Address

1721 Clarendon Blvd
1607 N Quinn St
1613 N Quinn St
1633 N Quinn St
1700 Clarendon Blvd
1608 N Queen St
1614 N Queen St
1701 16th St N
Hilltop House
Marlaine Apartments
Rosslyn Ridge
SCENE at Hilltop
Arlington Blvd Apartments
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Gailynn Apartments
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Lee High Apts.
Apartment Building
McClaine Garden Apartments
The Gallery at Rosslyn
Apt Name
Apt Name

1721 CLARENDON BLVD
1607 N QUINN ST
1613 N QUINN ST
1633 N QUINN ST
1700 CLARENDON BLVD
1608 N QUEEN ST
1614 N QUEEN ST
1701 16TH ST N
1200 N QUEEN ST
1225 N PIERCE ST
1531 N PIERCE ST
1201 N PIERCE ST
1600 N PIERCE ST
1301 N TROY ST
1308 N TAFT ST
2003 13TH ST N
1321 N TROY ST
1311 N TROY ST
1611 CLARENDON BLVD
1617 N QUEEN ST
1609 N QUEEN ST
1209 N TAFT ST
1900 16TH ST N
2001 15TH ST N
1633 N COLONIAL TER
1506 N SCOTT ST
1600 N RHODES ST
1800 N OAK ST
1559 N COLONIAL TER
1415 N TAFT ST
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Year of
Number
Form
Demo
of Units
2008
11 G
2007
30 G
2007
30 G
2007
10 G
2007
16 G
2007
25 G
2007
25 G
2007
30 G
2006
49 E
2006
68 G
2006
22 G
2006
23 G
2005
26 G
2005
10 G
2005
5 G
2005
5 G
2005
5 G
2005
5 G
2004
14 G
2004
18 G
2004
18 G
2004
8 G
2003
4 G
2003
15 G
2003
32 G
2003
6 G
2002
21 G
2001
165 G
2000
63 G
2000
69 G

Zoning

New Dev Type

C-1
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA4.8
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA-H-3.2
RA-H-3.2
RA-H-3.2
RA-H-3.2
RA-H-3.2
RA-H-3.2
RA6-15
RA6-15
RA8-18
RA4.8
RA4.8
RA6-15
RA4.8
RA8-18
RA-H-3.2
RA6-15
RA4.8

Wooster/Mercer Phase II

Key
Form: E – E; G - G

Hilltop House Condominiums
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Rosslyn Edge Area Map
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Rosslyn Edge Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Rosslyn Edge Area Map with Zoning
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Profile of Current Housing

Lyon Park

Lyon Park
MARKs Area Profile

Two large garden apartment complexes – Sheffield Court and
Washington & Lee Apartments – comprise 93% of the MarketRate Affordable Housing in the Lyon Park area. The two
complexes combined have a total of 966 units. Approximately
three quarters of the units in these apartments are onebedrooms or efficiencies, the remainder are two-bedroom units.
These properties are situated along Arlington Boulevard, across
from Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, just beyond the ½ mile
transit shed for the Courthouse Metro station within the Lyon
Park civic association. Both properties appear to be wellmaintained and attractive. Rents at Sheffield Court are affordable
at 80% of the Area Median Income, while rents at Washington &
Lee Apartments are affordable at 60% of the area median income.
A grouping of 6 small (8 to 20 unit) apartment buildings is found
along North Bedford Street and Washington Boulevard to the
Northwest of Arlington Boulevard. There are also three other
smaller properties west of Washington Boulevard that are
affordable at 80% AMI, and two that are affordable at 60% AMI.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
The two larger properties in the Lyon Park area are in lowmedium and medium residential GLUP designations. Some of the
smaller parcels are in low residential areas. Sheffield Court is
zoned RA6-15 while the rest of the parcels are zoned RA8-18.
There is no plan guidance in this area.
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Redevelopment Summary

Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment

2201 N Pershing Drive was redeveloped as a site plan project that
was approved in 2008. This development replaced an older
shopping center with mixed use buildings containing 170 market
rate apartments and 18 committed affordable units.

Rent increases due to rehabilitation or market forces seem likely
to be the main threat to affordability in Lyon Park. The threat of
by-right redevelopment is minimal because the most of the
parcels are built close to their maximum allowable density under
the zoning code, although it is possible. The two largest
properties, Sheffield Court and Washington & Lee Apartments,
could each obtain about 70 more units each by-right, although
they have already reached 90% and 83% of their maximum byright density respectively. Properties could also be redeveloped as
site plan projects as has happened with 2201 North Pershing
Drive, though this is difficult to forecast.

Cambridge Court Condominiums on Arlington Boulevard were
built in 1944 as rental apartments and were later converted to
condominiums (prior to 2000). The Bedford Park Townhome
condominiums were built in 1983 across the street from the
existing garden apartments on Bedford Street.
Historical and Environmental Considerations
Sheffield Court, built in 1942, is ranked as an Essential property
on the County’s Historic Resources Inventory. Two other
properties – Washington & Lee Apartments and Bart-Lee
Apartments – are listed as Important. The Boulevard Courts
Apartment Complex is eligible to be considered under the HRI,
but was not surveyed. This property should be reassessed as part
of an updated HRI survey. Preservation strategies in this area
should focus on measures called out in the HRI Policy Document.
The complexes are as follows:




Sheffield Court (HRI Essential)
Washington & Lee Apartments (HRI Important)
Bart-Lee Apartments (HRI Important)
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Lyon Park Area
Properties
Apartments in area
9
Committed affordable apartments
1
MARKs at 60% AMI
4
MARKs at 80% AMI
3
Market rate apartments
1
Condominium conversions since 2000
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
3
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Units
1259
32
434
632
170
986

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Lyon Park Area

Condominium Conversions 2000-2016
No condominium conversions since 2000.
Apartment Demolitions 2000-2016
No apartment demolitions since 2000.
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Lyon Park Area Map
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Lyon Park Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Lyon Park Area Map with Zoning
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Penrose

Profile of Current Housing

Penrose

MARKs Area Profile

The Penrose area is at the northeast end of Columbia Pike. A
portion of the Penrose neighborhood is included in the
Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan, the affordable
apartments included in this study are located outside of the
plan area. The housing stock here includes garden apartments
built from the 1940’s to the early 1960’s. Nearly all of the
multi-family rental housing in this section of the Penrose
neighborhood are affordable at 60% of the Area Median
Income. The largest property is the Myerton, with 74 units. The
rest of the apartment buildings are small with individual
owners. There are 13 very small buildings with 4 to 6 units
each and 15 more that range from 8 to 30 units each. There is
also one market rate apartment complex (affordable above
80% AMI) and two small committed affordable properties. All
properties are located within the Penrose civic association
boundaries.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
Nearly all of the properties in this inventory are zoned RA8-18
and fall in the low-medium residential GLUP designation. Three
are in low-residential. There is no plan guidance here, although
it should be noted that this northern portion of the Penrose
neighborhood is adjacent to but was not included in the
Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan.
Redevelopment Summary
No notable redevelopment or condominium conversions have
occurred in the Penrose area in recent years. However, four of
the properties have undergone renovations since 2005 that
would indicate gradual rent increases.
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Historical and Environmental Considerations

Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment

This area has nineteen HRI listed apartment complexes, nine
listed as HRI Important and ten as HRI Notable. This is the
greatest concentration of individual garden apartment
complexes in any of the MARK study areas. Given the scattered
and individual nature of the resources, the threat is similar to
that of the Westover area: that individual buildings will be sold
and demolished by right as townhouses. Zoning tools, or
financial incentives combined with historic preservation tax
credits, may prove useful for preserving these buildings.

The specific threats to affordability in Penrose are currently
somewhat difficult to discern. Though what is clear is that
Penrose represents a significant proportion of apartments
affordable at 60% AMI that will likely be vulnerable to rent
increases or redevelopment over time. The Penrose housing
stock inventoried here has many similarities to the Westover
MARKs, though Westover currently has more market pressure
to redevelop. While Penrose has not seen any full-scale
redevelopment or condominium conversion yet, it has seen
some renovation and is subject to rent increases, especially
given that Columbia Pike amenities and redevelopment may
make this area more attractive in years to come. Most of the
properties inventoried could only gain a small number of units
via by-right rental redevelopment. Townhouse construction is a
possibility, as has occurred with a number of the similar small,
older affordable apartments in Westover.

The complexes are as follows:
 Courthouse Road Apartments (HRI Important)
 Oak Springs (HRI Important)
 2012, 2013, 2019, 2024, and 2025 5th Street North (HRI
Important)
 500 South Courthouse Road (HRI Important)
 Wayne Street Apartments (HRI Important)
 See Appendix for list of Notable properties
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Penrose Area
Properties
Apartments in area
32
Committed affordable apartments
3
MARKs at 60% AMI
28
MARKs at 80% AMI
1
Market rate apartments
Condominium conversions since 2000
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
9
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Units
403
74
299
30
-

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Penrose Area
80% MARKs
8%
CAFs
18%

65

Condominium Conversions 2000-2016
No condominium conversions since 2000.
Apartment Demolitions 2000-2016
No apartment demolitions since 2000.
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Penrose Area Map
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Penrose Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Penrose Area Map with Zoning
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Nauck/ Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands

Nauck/ Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands

MARKs Area Profile

Profile of Current Housing
This Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands area includes
two medium-sized apartment complexes in the Nauck, one
very large complex just east of I-395 in Long Branch Creek, and
three smaller properties closer to Jefferson Davis Highway in
Aurora Highlands. Two of the smaller properties are affordable
at 60% AMI while the rest are affordable between 60%-80%
AMI. The largest property, The Park at Arlington Ridge, has 830
units, and the two complexes in Nauck make up 591 units
collectively. Most of the properties are already at or near their
by-right density potential, except for The Park at Arlington
Ridge, which could gain 88 more units by-right (10% of its
allowable density). All of the MARKs are located within the
Nauck, Long Branch Creek, and Aurora Highlands civic
association boundaries.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
The Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands properties are
zoned RA-H, the large property is zoned RA14-26, and the
other parcels are zoned R-5, RA6-15, and RA8-18. It should be
noted that RA-H zoning allows hotels, which could potentially
lead to redevelopment threats depending on market forces.
The three larger parcels are in low-medium and medium
residential GLUP designations. The smaller three are in low,
low-medium, and service industry designations.
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Redevelopment Summary

Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment

There have been no demolitions of garden apartments since
2000. The Park at Arlington Ridge has made numerous
renovations since 2000, which resulted in rent increases that
moved the affordability from 60 percent AMI to the 60 to 80
percent AMI range.

The risk of by-right redevelopment is fairly low but rent
increases are a concern, from both gradual rent increases and
renovations.

Historical and Environmental Considerations
There are no historic properties in this MARK area.
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Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands
Properties
Apartments in area
9
Committed affordable apartments
2
MARKs at 60% AMI
2
MARKs at 80% AMI
4
Market rate apartments
1
Condominium conversions since 2000
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI*
*Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Units
1,914
220
46
1,451
197
-

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands Area

Condominium Conversions 2000-2016
No condominium conversions since 2000.
Apartment Demolitions 2000-2016
No apartment demolitions since 2000.
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Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands Area Map
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Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Nauck/Long Branch Creek/Aurora Highlands Area Map with Zoning
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Profile of Current Housing

Shirlington

Shirlington
MARKs Area Profile

The Market-Rate Affordable Housing supply in Shirlington area
consists of two large properties west of I-395 that are
affordable at 80% of the median income. Park Shirlington is a
garden apartment complex of 294 units built in 1955 and
Shirlington House is an elevator-style apartment of 438 units
built in 1963. A nearby property, Delancey at Shirlington
Village, has already priced out of the market affordable range.
These MARKs are within the Fairlington civic association
boundaries.
Current Zoning, GLUP Designation, and Plan Guidance
Park Shirlington is zoned RA14-26 and Shirlington House is
zoned RA14-26/RA6-15. They are both in the low-medium
residential GLUP designation and there is no nearby plan
guidance.
Redevelopment Summary
There are no known recent redevelopments of multi-family
buildings.
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Historical and Environmental Considerations

Affordable Housing Loss Risk Assessment

The Park Shirlington garden apartments, ranked as Top 1/3 in
the Important category of the HRI, are in this study area. It is a
large complex, with mature landscaping and well-preserved
architecture. Preservation strategies highlighted in the HRI
policy document, including tax incentives, as well as TDR could
be considered for this complex.

Park Shirlington is at risk for redevelopment. The owner
submitted a site plan application which was rejected by the
County Board due to concerns over the proposed density. The
property could gain 79 additional units by-right if they
redeveloped (21% of their by-right maximum density), but
another site plan application is more likely given the history.
Shirlington House is probably not at risk for redevelopment
because it is already over its by-right density, but gradual rent
increases and condominium conversion are a possible threat.
Shirlington House was acquired by a new owner recently and
has reportedly begun to raise rents. Two nearby complexes
were converted to condos in 2002-2004.
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Shirlington Area
Properties Units
Apartments in area
5
1,621
Committed affordable apartments*
15
MARKs at 60% AMI
MARKs at 80% AMI
2
732
Market rate apartments
3
874
Condominium conversions since 2000
Demolitions since 2000 (units)
MARKs listed as Essential or Important in HRI**
1
294
*These CAFs are contained in a primarily market rate apartment building.
**Number does not include properties listed in HRI as “notable”

Affordability of apartment stock in the
Shirlington Area

Condominium Conversions
Name
The Grove at Arlington
Square
West Villages at Shirlington
(Formerly Shirlington
Overlook)

Address

4155 S. Four
Mile Run

Year of
Conversion
2002

Number
of Units

2004

531

Form
Garden
Garden

Apartment Demolitions 2000-2016
No apartment demolitions since 2000.
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Shirlington Area Map
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Shirlington Area Map with General Land Use Plan
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Shirlington Area Map with Zoning
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Appendix: Inventory of MARKs in non-planned areas
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